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( , ), CM- small class number
problems , 3 :
$\mathrm{o}$ ( ) – CM- (finite-
ness theorem) ;
$\mathrm{o}$ ( ) – CM- (determina-
tion);






CM- Gauss (2 )
. (Gauss 1 2 9 )
, finiteness theorem ,
. Finiteness theorem , :
Finiteness theorem. $N$ , ( ) $N$
.
1091 1999 144-156 144
,
[18]. , , Riemann (GRH)
, ( ?) ,
Hecke Siegel
$L(1, \chi)$ . , $\chi$ 2
Dirichlet .
Abel – ,
1971 , Uchida [30]. effective
effective 2 , Brauer-Siegel
, $L(1, \chi)$ , 6
effective . , CM-
finiteness theorem .
, $K$ $[K : \mathrm{Q}]/\log|d(K)|arrow\infty$
($d(K)$ $K$ ) CM- – ( ) CM-
, $K$ $h^{-}(K)$ ,
.
$\lim\inf\frac{\log h^{-}(K)}{\log\sqrt{|d(I\{)|}}\geqq\frac{1}{2}$
. , , CM- $K$
$K_{+}$ :
$QR(K)=2[K:\mathrm{Q}1/2-1R(I\mathrm{f}+)$ .
( $\text{ }$ , $Q$ $K$ Hasse unit index )
, $K$ $K_{+}$ Brauer-Siegel
, .
Finiteness theorem Odlyzko 1976 –
. , Stark [29]
. , ,
, Artin GRH .
.
1. (A. M. Odlyzko [26, Theorem 2]) effective
$c$






, ( $k_{i+1}/k_{i}$ )
, $g(m)=1$ , , $g(m)=m!$ .
Artin $GRH$ , $g(m)=m!$ $g(m)=m$
.
$h^{-}(K)$ , $K/K_{+}$ $\chi$ , $L(1, \chi)$
. ,
1 , , 1 ( Siegel
, ) ( control)
– . Odlyzko Stark
, 1 ( ) Siegel
, , . ( $g(m)$
. [26] )
1.2 Chowla –
, , 1934 Chowla
– .
2. (S. Chowla [10]) $d$ 2 ideal
$p(d)$ ,
$p(d)arrow\infty$ . $(|d|arrow\infty)$
. 2 (principal genus) , ,
, 2 , $d$ $t$ , $p(d)=$
$h(\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{d}))/2^{t-1}$ . Chowla 1935 Siegel
$\log(h(\mathrm{Q}(^{\sqrt{d}\log})))\sim\sqrt{|d|}$ $(|d|arrow\infty)$
. Chowla
, $p(d)=1$ , 1





. , $g(K)$ $K$ , $K_{H\cdot lb}.\text{ }K_{gn}\text{ }$
$K$ Hilbert . , $K$ $\mathrm{C}1(K)$
,
$p(d)=1\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{C}1(K)\cong(\mathrm{Z}/2\mathrm{Z})^{t-1}\Leftrightarrow\exp \mathrm{C}1(K)\leqq 2$ .
, $G$ , $\exp G$ $G$ (exponent) :
$\exp G:=\inf\{n\in \mathrm{N}|g^{n}=1\forall g\in G\}$ .
, $p(d)=1$ 2
2 formulate :
. $(\mathrm{B})(\mathrm{A})K_{Hi}\iota b=K_{g}e_{2}n\text{ }*\exp \mathrm{c}1(K)\leqq \text{ ^{ }x^{\grave{\mathit{0}}_{7^{f}}}}\vee xh\text{ }\gamma t\backslash \}$ $K$
.
(A), (B) – .
$\#^{\iota}\text{ }\cdot \mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{A}}\mathrm{A}\text{ }\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}1\varpi$ 11 H $-\mathrm{a}$ $\text{ }(\mathrm{e}.)$
Stark $h^{-}(K)$ , $K/\mathrm{Q}$
. –
(B) . Boyd Kisilevsky [6] 1972 , Weinberger
[32] 1973 , $\exp \mathrm{C}1(K)=3$ 2 K
( ) , $L$ - – Riemann
(ERH) ,
$\exp \mathrm{C}1(K)\gg\frac{\log|d|}{\log\log|d|}(|d|arrow\infty)$
. , ERH , $\exp \mathrm{C}1(I\mathrm{f})$ –
2 . ,
implied constant explicit formulate ,
.
3. $ERH$ ,
$e= \exp \mathrm{C}1(K)\geqq\frac{\log(|d|/4)}{1\mathrm{o}g(6\log|2d|)}$ .
147
, $d\equiv 1$ (mod 8) ,





. (E. Bach [4]) $ERH$ , $d$ 2 $\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{d})$
norm $6\log^{2}$ ( ) ideal .
3 . $P$ $K=\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{d})$ , $P$ $K$
, $p=\mathfrak{p}\mathfrak{p}’$ . , $\mathfrak{p}^{e}$ $K$ ideal
, $\alpha$ . , $\alpha=(a+b\sqrt{d})/2$ ,
$a,$ $b\in \mathrm{Z},$ $b\neq 0$ . $\mathfrak{p}^{e}=(\alpha)$ norm ,
$p$
$=N_{K/\mathrm{Q}}( \alpha)=\frac{a^{2}-b^{2}d}{4}\geqq\frac{|d|}{4}$ .
. $\cdot\cdot$ $e \geqq\frac{\log(|d|/4)}{\log p}$ .
, ERH , $p\leqq 6\log^{2}$ , $d\equiv 1$ (mod 8) ,
$p=2$ .
3 , , $p=2$ , $P$







$\mathrm{o}$ CM- norm ,
$\mathrm{o}$ CM- norm ideal norm
(Tchebotarev density theorem effective version)
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, 2 .
, CM- 1 ,
, , Bach [4] Bach
Sorenson [5] . ( CM-
) , (Bach Sorenson ) 3
– :
4. $K_{+}$ 1 , $K$ CM- . $K$
$n$ , $ERH$ ,
$\exp \mathrm{C}1(K)\geqq\frac{\log(N_{K/}\mathrm{Q}(+d(K/K+)/4))}{\log((4\log|d(K)|+2.5n+5)^{2})}$
$= \frac{\log|d(K)|-2\log d(I\zeta+)-n\log 2}{2\log(4.\log|d(K)|+2.5n+5)}$ .
4 , $n=2$ ( 2 ) , $>e^{5}$ , 3
. – ,
, CM- norm ideal norm
, CM
.
4 , ERH , 1 ,
– CM- .
, Earnest K\"orner [12] , ( 1 )
2 , – 2
( ) .
. K. Horie M. Horie [19] – $l$ ,
– CM-
( [19] ). , 2
2 Abel . , (B) (
) 2 Abel .
, 2 ,






theorem , CM- , :
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{m^{2}+r}),$ $r|4m$ (Extended Richaud-Degert type (ERD type)
2 );
$\mathrm{o}\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt[{m^{3}+r}.),$ $r|3m^{2}$ (Rudman-Stender type 3 ) ([7, The-
orem 2.1] );
$\mathrm{o}$ 1 ( 2 )
. ( , [2] . 3 [14]
[20] , [20] ,
. , )
ERD type 2 , Rudman-Stender type 3 ,
$\langle$ , , $\log R$ ( $R$ ) $\log\sqrt{|d|}(d$
) $(R=O(\log\log|d|))$
, ( , Brauer-Siegel ) finiteness theorem
. , , , Weil
, .
2 Characterization
$K_{+}$ 1 , $K$ CM- . $I\{_{+}$
ideal $\mathfrak{p}$ K $\mathfrak{p}=\mathfrak{P}\mathfrak{P}’$ . $e=\exp \mathrm{C}1(I\{’)$ ,
$N_{K/\mathrm{Q}}\mathfrak{P}^{e}=N_{K/\mathrm{Q}}\mathfrak{p}^{e}+\geqq N_{K/\mathrm{Q}}(+d(I\mathrm{f}/I\{_{+})/4)$
1
. , , $e$ , norm
ideal $K/K+$ .
CM- ,
. idea , ( )
. Louboutin
[23] , 1 2 , (
) 10 2 ,





Fact. (L. Euler) 2 $x^{2}-x+41$ $x=1,$ $\cdots,$ $40$
.
1912 Rabinovitsch Fact 2 $\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{-163})$ 1
- :
5. (G. Rabinovitsch [27]) $p$ $p\equiv 3$ (mod 8) , $l=$
$(p+1)/4$ . , 2 :
(i) $h(\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{-p}))=1$ .
(ii) $f(x)=x^{2}-x+l$ $1\leqq x<l$ $x$
.
. $(\mathrm{i})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ . . $x,$ $1\leqq x<l$
, $f(x)$ , $q$ , $f(x)=aq$




4$q^{2} \leqq 4aq=(2x-1)^{2}+p<(2l-1)^{2}+p=(\frac{p+1}{2})^{2}$ .
$q<l$ , $(-P/q)=\backslash 1$
. , $\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{-p})$ 1 , ,
$p/4=|d(\mathrm{Q}(\sqrt{-p}])|/4$ . ,
, $h(\mathrm{Q}(\gamma-\neg p)=1$ . $0$
Ayoub Chowla [3] . ( , [3]
$x^{2}+x+l,$ $1\leqq x\leqq l$ )
5 2 ( ) 2
( ) , 2 ,
2 . –
Mollin . [24] [25] .
3
, 2
, . , 1 ,
151
.6. (K. Heegner et al. [28] ) -4, $-7,$ $-8$ 1
2















2 , 7 , 25
. ([1, 31] )
2 , 1 . 1
Abel [33]. , Louboutin
, 1 Abel CM-
. 32 24
. , ( )
, 1 Abel CM- Galois
. , 4
Galois . ,
, 2 Galois [21].
, ( ) .
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. , . ,
expositery . Gauss
, , Goldfeld [16] . CM-
, Earnest [13] expositery .
, ,
, theme – ,
, Louboutin . ,
, .
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